issues: ilanaaq's ability to represent all of Canada-the facility with which it replaces the maple leaf proved irksome to some constituencies-and its relationship to other First Nations-the Squamish iii have charged that ilanaaq exemplifies a particularly egregious instance of symbolic favoritism as it replaces abundantly available representations of the West Coast indigeneity with an emblem imported from the Arctic North. The Vancouver
Organizing Committee has come to eloquent defense of ilanaaq by invoking its symbolic integrationist potential: "Ilanaaq's strength comes from the teamwork and collaboration of many. Each stone relies on the others to support the whole, but the unified balance is strong and unwavering." The Inuit have become Canada's favorite indigenes because their political history and their cultural symbols lend themselves so well to Canada's ongoing federalist project.
Ilanaaq is the latest North American example of "playing Indian" (Deloria 1998 Indian-all such attempts are quickly denounced as cultural appropriation; ethnic frauds are regularly and ritually exposed these days. Instead, it requires that the Indians themselves play Indian to help legitimate the multiculturalist democracies they cannot help but inhabit.
But how does an Indian play Indian? Atanarjuat. The Fast Runner, Zacharias
Kunuk's feature debut provides an intriguing opportunity to investigate this question.
Despite the wide-spread critical acclaim it has garnered since its showing at Cannes in 2000, where it won Camera d'Or, Kunuk's film continues to pose somewhat of a puzzle.
Unique among contemporary North American indigenous cinema, both in terms of its subject matter and its formal solutions, Kunuk's film raises important questions about the possibilities of indigenous self-representation in contemporary multicultural democracies without offering easy answers. In fact, the ideological valence of the film appears outright contradictory and that contradiction is embodied most vividly in the juxtaposition of The Fast Runner's main narrative depicting a pre-contact nomadic band of the Inuit and the film's outtakes chronicling the making of the feature itself. people's right to determine "their own communicative needs and desires, to decide for themselves the goals, modes, styles and languages of public discourse;" a right that presumes an Indian voice employing Native language, "speaking in an ongoing context of colonization and setting at least some of the terms of the debate" (Lyons 2000:462) .
The outtakes, we might argue, function precisely as one such effort to set the terms of discourse on indigeneity: they show the Inuit representing their usable past within the context of the contemporary multicultural Canada-and doing so with the financial support of its governmental institutions. Kunuk's film speaks to the metropolitan subjects and gets to define the context and mode of this dialogue. This is what it means to speak of autoethnography, then: in an openly metafictional mode, the concluding outtakes break away from the historical narrative to represent its very production. These concluding shots of actors and filmmakers at work force us to re-envision the entire film as a project in representing not only an authentic indigenous past but also, and more importantly, contemporary indigenous people making collective decisions about representing their past and present.
The recreated tale of Atanarjuat itself, too, testifies to a conscious autoethnographic strategy deployed in at least two ways: it attempts to tell a universal tale recognizable to the "South" and to offer an alternative to Southern ethnographic conventions. To mark themselves as subjects within the dominant discourse rather than just victims subject to it (Powell 2002) , the filmmakers take up the middle ground between their tribal culture and the settler society. Atanarjuat's outtakes stake such an inbetween positioning and foreground indigenous agency: no longer objects of a white ethnographic discourse, the Inuit tell of their own past. The tale of Atanarjuat works more as a shrewd deployment of recognizably Southern narrative conventions, both filmic and literary, rather than as an effort to elide the South. The South, which disappeared from the diegesis, reappears at the level of form.
The most obvious among these conventions is the ethnographic one, dating back to well before the invention of the kinetoscope, and coming to some culmination in there is no eluding "Europe," "The West," "The South" or whatever we choose to call political and cultural formations brought to the Americas by the settler communities.
Rhetorical sovereignty functions only within the horizon of multiculturalism and its politics of recognition. And perhaps this is precisely why some of the contemporary Native intellectuals want nothing less than to "to delete sovereignty from [their] vocabulary once and for all." is Inuit sovereignty, rhetorical, cultural, political, and economic, why has the film been so eagerly embraced by the official critical establishment, especially through its connection to Canada's National Film Board, a government-funded institution interested in nationbuilding, that is, in integrative rather than liberatory projects? After all, the story the main film tells is emphatically anti-multiculturalist; it is an account of a community reconstituting itself through a forced expulsion of its insubordinate members, an account in which difference is literally demonized, i.e., made into a demon. Embodied by an evil shaman from the North stumbling into the Inuit band and precipitating patricide, difference is clearly inimical to the survival of the group; it takes several years and heroic effort on the part of the protagonist to restore the social balance within his community. "reconfigure 'national' as a category by focusing on the local and specific in Canada's diverse regions" (Gittings 2002:89) . They are one testimony to a more general movement from an universalist to multiculturalist perspective on the nation within Canadian public discourse and its constitutional documents. The focus has shifted from the whole to the parts, from the nation to the federation. But integration remains the ultimate goal, only the strategy has changed to de-emphasize the universal and the national in favor of the particular, the regional, the diverse. Inuktitut and English at different stages of its production, only to ultimately employ a minority language rather than a national one. The point here is to overcome the cultural and linguistic split not by institution of a common language, not in a patently integrationist mode in other words, but by an enactment of a national cinematic project that embodies the nation as a federation of linguistically and culturally distinct societies.
Kunuk's film delivers multicultural Canada to Canadians, precisely when it offers the Inuit the story of their origins and their modernity told in Inuktitut rather than English (or French).
But it still delivers more. That the political economy of Canadian film production has to be considered in the context of British and American hegemony further informs the success of The Fast Runner. Canada's film industry has embraced the film because it could be presented as Canada's indigenous film, solidifying the national canon by offering a film that in its subject matter, production and exhibition is unlike standard Hollywood fare. Ironically, the film marks Canadian authenticity, even though it emphatically intended, if we give the film's producers automatic authority here, to mark an alternative cultural sensibility: the Inuit world shown through the Inuit eyes. As much as it is an Inuit claim to simultaneous cultural distinctiveness and embeddedness in Canada's modernity, it is also Canada's claim to the former. One kind of difference, that is Inuit specificit, is appropriated as another kind of difference, now marking Canada's cultural specificity against American hegemony. 
